Realizing online intelligent identification of bridge modal parameters requires not only the adaptive decomposition of structural response signals but also the enforcement of the automatic identification of modal parameters. erefore, in this paper, the signal decomposition algorithm-ensemble empirical mode decomposition algorithm (EEMD) is improved to fulfill the above task. First, the adaptive matching algorithm is introduced to deal with the endpoint effect; second, the method of classification is used to avoid modal aliasing. Finally, an index for filtering the effective intrinsic mode function (IMF) components is constructed to realize automatic screening and signal reconstruction of the effective IMF components. At the same time, the first derivative of the singular entropy increment is used to automatically determine the order of the system, and then the spectral clustering algorithm is combined with the stochastic subspace algorithm to ultimately reach the goal of automatic identification of modal parameters.
Introduction
A bridge structure health monitoring system is important to guarantee the operational safety of existing bridge structures, and the modal parameter identification [1] of bridge structures is an important aspect of a bridge health monitoring system. e accurate identification of these parameters can reflect the inherent dynamic characteristics of the bridge structure and can aid in the long-term health monitoring of the bridge. However, the existing modal parameter identification algorithms cannot automatically identify parameters and still require human participation to determine the order of the system [2] and evaluate stability diagrams [3] . Additionally, the dynamic signals of bridge structures under environmental excitation generally contain noise, and the various sources of the noise are complex. e noise in a vibration signal can be reduced in the data acquisition stage by taking measures such as averaging, filtering, and shielding [4] . However, it is impossible to eliminate the noise altogether. In view of this limitation, to obtain more accurate bridge modal parameters during bridge system assessment and improve the damage diagnosis and health monitoring of structures, it is necessary to preprocess the response signals of bridge structures under environmental excitation conditions, that is, the signal must be decomposed and reconstructed. Based on this approach, in this paper, the existing ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) algorithm [5] is improved, and then a statistics-based spectral clustering algorithm [6] is combined with a stochastic subspace identification method [7] for the online automatic identification of modal parameters.
Improvement of the EEMD
e EEMD algorithm [5] is an important improvement to the original empirical mode decomposition (EMD) algorithm. e specific method involves repeatedly adding random white noise of equal amplitude to the original signal to homogenize the specific distribution of the extreme value points in the signal. erefore, the influence of the intermittent high-frequency component is avoided to some extent. In addition, to counteract the white noise in the intrinsic mode function (IMF), it is necessary to obtain the ensemble mean of the results and retain the IMF component, which has physical meaning. e specific implementation steps are shown in the literature [5] .
Based on the core principle of the algorithm, the method still has the following limitations: the processing effect of endpoints is poor, the obtained intrinsic mode function still includes mode aliasing, and selecting effective IMF components for signal reconstruction is difficult. Considering the above three problems, this paper proposes a corresponding improved algorithm to cope with these problems effectively.
Addition of Positive and Negative White Noise.
In the process of EEMD, the white noise signal should be added to the original signal, which is then decomposed. In this approach, signal components with different time scales can be automatically decomposed into the pass band, which is determined by the white noise signal, to overcome the mode mixing phenomenon [8] . However, due to the addition of the white noise signal to the original signal, the white noise signal will disrupt the original signal, which will reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the decomposition results. Because the negative effect of white noise cannot be completely eliminated, the reconstruction error of this algorithm is large, and the completeness of the decomposition is poor.
Based on these factors, in this paper, positive and negative white noise sequences are added to the original signal to solve the above problems. e specific steps in this method are as follows:
(1) Addition of random white noise to the original signal s(t), including K sets of positive white noise n i (t) and K sets of negative white noise − n i (t). e calculation formula is as follows:
x(t) � s(t) +(− 1) q a 0 n i (t),
where q � 1 or 2 (equal to 1 if negative white noise is added and equal to 2 if positive white noise is added), i � 1, 2, . . . , K, K represents the total number of times that white noise is added, a 0 represents the standard deviation of the amplitude of the added white noise, n i (t) represents the white noise that is added for the i th time, s(t) represents the original signal, and x(t) represents the signal after the white noise is added. (2) e mixed signal with positive and negative paired white noise is an input into the EEMD algorithm and then decomposed.
In practical applications, the amplitude of the added white noise cannot be too large or too small; if the amplitude is too large, the noise will cover up the effective signal, and the residual noise will be difficult to eliminate. However, if the amplitude is too small, the distribution of extreme points in the original signal may not be sufficiently disrupted, and eliminating the phenomenon of mode aliasing cannot be achieved. According to a previous study [8] , the amplitude of the added white noise is usually 0.1-0.2 times the standard deviation of the original signal.
Adaptive Extreme Point-Matching Continuation
Algorithm. To solve the endpoint effect problem in the EEMD algorithm, many scholars have proposed improved methods, which can be roughly divided into the following two categories:
(1) e extreme point continuation method [9] : the basic principle of this method involves extending the original signal data to a certain number of extreme points. One of the main advantages of this algorithm is that it is simple and easy to implement. However, the limitation is that this approach only considers the partial information of the signal at an endpoint and does not consider the signal as a whole. (2) Predictive continuation method [10] : in this method, the original signal is predicted and extended using a neural network [11] , ARMA model [12] , or support vector machine method [13] . e effectiveness of these algorithms mainly depends on the parameter values because the approach is not adaptive and thus requires many computations and has a long operation time.
Combining the advantages and disadvantages of the above two methods, a new continuation method is proposed: an adaptive extreme point-matching continuation algorithm.
e main feature of this algorithm is that it can determine the best-matched extreme points from inside the original signal to match with the extreme points at both ends of the signal. is approach extends the signal considering the original trend in a rapid manner and is highly adaptable. e basic principles of the algorithm are as follows. Set the signal equal to x(t). Additionally, m i , n i (i � 1, 2, 3, . . .) are the maximum and minimum points, respectively, and the corresponding times are t mi and t ni . Taking the extreme left point continuation of x(t) as an example, x tx1 is the starting point at the left, and x tx1 − m 1 − n 1 form an extreme point characteristic wave. en, the extreme point waveform that best matches the characteristic wave is determined from the signal. In this case, x txi − m i − n i is the matching extreme point wave, and the matching extreme point is extended to the left endpoint of the original signal (the right end is extended to the right endpoint). en, the next specific steps in this method are as follows.
Obtain all x txi values except the left endpoint x tx1 . e corresponding time value can then be obtained from the similarity relation.
where t m1 is assumed to be less than t n1 . If the obtained value of t xi is not a sampling point, the specific value of x txi can be obtained by linear interpolation. Calculate the error e between the obtained extreme points and the extreme points of the feature.
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In the formula, the reason for dividing by the first maximum, the first minimum, and the signal endpoint value is to standardize the error term.
Determine the minimum matching error e(i) min . e extreme point is the matched extreme point at a given time, and the data associated with this matched extreme point are shifted to the left end of the original signal as the continuation extremum.
According to the steps followed below, the right endpoint of the original signal is matched and extended, and the last extended signal is set to x(t).
en, decomposition of the extended signal x(t) is performed and the IMF components are obtained according to the timing of the original signal. In this approach, the decomposition results by considering the improved endpoint can be obtained. e aforementioned continuation algorithm not only considers the trend and regularity of the signal but also only requires the extension of extreme points. is process is easy to implement and is more self-adaptable as compared to other methods.
Currently, the direct observation method is generally used to assess the processing effect of the signal endpoints. Based on this method, an evaluation index θ is introduced to evaluate the treatment of endpoints. e specific calculation process is as follows.
First, the effective RMS of the original signal and each IMF component are calculated and used to estimate the energy of each signal sequence. e specific calculation formula of the RMS is as follows:
where S(i) is the signal sequence, that is, the original signal x(t) of each IMF component, and n is the number of samples in the signal. According to formula (4), the sum of the effective values of each IMF component and the effective value of the original signal is calculated and compared, and then the evaluation index θ is obtained.
where RMS x is the effective value of the original signal, RMS f is the valid value of the f th IMF component, and k is the total number of IMF components, including the residuals in the decomposed signal. From the definition, there is no endpoint effect if θ � 0, and the larger the value is, the greater will be the endpoint effect.
Mode Aliasing Process.
When the signals are decomposed by the EEMD algorithm, the phenomenon of modal aliasing may influence the obtained IMFs, that is, similar characteristic time scales are distributed among different IMF components. As a result, the waveforms of two adjacent IMF components are mixed together, thus making it difficult to identify each signal. To avoid this phenomenon, a clustering analysis algorithm [14] is introduced. However, before analyzing the clustering algorithm, it is necessary to understand the basic process of the EEMD algorithm. e flowchart is shown in Figure 1 .
According to the flowchart, the final IMF is obtained from the ensemble average of N numbers of IMF s after EEMD decomposition. e calculation formula is as follows:
where IMF j is the j th IMF obtained from the original signal, which is decomposed by the EEMD algorithm. e principle of the EEMD algorithm suggests that the EEMD algorithm only directly takes the average value of IMF ij (i � 1, 2, . . . , N) when calculating IMF j but does not consider whether the N IMF ij (i � 1, 2, . . . , N) values in the same line belong to the same class. At the same time, it is possible for mode aliasing to exist between n − 1 IMF ij (j � 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) values in the same column. Based on this approach, a clustering analysis method [15] involving multivariate data analysis is introduced to solve the above problems, and the specific process is as follows:
(1) In the modal decomposition of the signal, each decomposition yields a series of components. To ensure that there is no aliasing among these obtained components, clustering analysis can be performed. If there is mode aliasing among the obtained components, the results for the relevant signals are eliminated, and then white noise is added again. is process is repeated until there is no mode aliasing in the decomposition results. (2) A clustering analysis was performed on N IMF ij values in the same row to select the class of IMF with the largest number of clusters. en, the average value is established as the final IMF j .
Introducing the clustering analysis algorithm into the EEMD algorithm not only guarantees that there is no mode aliasing among IMF components in each decomposition but also guarantees that there is no mode aliasing among the final IMFs.
Filtering of Effective IMF Components.
When the signal is decomposed by the EEMD algorithm, multiple intrinsic mode functions (IMF s ) can be obtained, but the effective IMF components cannot be automatically filtered. In practice, it is often necessary to manually participate in the screening of effective IMF components according to the Hilbert-Huang spectrum of each IMF component, thereby reducing the work efficiency and leading to subjectivity in the selected results due to individual differences.
Based on this limitation, an algorithm for the automatic screening of effective IMF components is proposed. is
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algorithm not only considers the information entropy [16] of each IMF component but also merges the energy density and average period [17] . It is necessary to introduce the information entropy, the energy density, and the average period of the IMF components before the filtering algorithm is presented.
e Information Entropy of IMF Components.
A series of components with different bandwidths can be obtained by the mode decomposition of the response signal. Each component contains different frequencies of the signal from high to low, and these frequencies and bandwidths will change as the signal changes. In addition, studies of information entropy have indicated that the more orderly the signal components contained in the IMF are and the better the aggregation of the time-frequency distribution is, the smaller the resulting value of information entropy is. In contrast, the more disorderly the signal is and the worse the aggregation of the time-frequency distribution is, the greater the value of the resulting information entropy is. e following steps detail how to calculate the information entropy of each IMF component:
(a) It is assumed that f(t) is a set of components of the obtained IMF after the decomposition of signal x(t). e maximum value of f(t) is f max , and the minimum value is f min .
. , B N of the characteristic quantity. When the value of a sample with a qualifying attribute falls into the interval (A i , A i+1 ], this sample has the corresponding discrete attribute value B i . (c) When the total number of sampling points for the discrete signals is n, the number of sample points of f(t) that fall in the i th interval is m i . us, the probability P(B i ) � m i /n of f(t) falling within the i th interval can be calculated according to the corresponding statistics. erefore, according to the third definition [16] of information entropy, the information entropy of the IMF can be calculated as follows:
Energy Density and Average
Period. According to reference [17] , for a signal with a white noise sequence, the product of the energy density and the average period of each component is a constant when EMD is used to decompose the signal. erefore, an algorithm for filtering components is proposed. e specific process is as follows.
First, the mode decomposition of the response signal is performed, and the energy density (E) and average period (T) corresponding to each IMF component are calculated. Next, the product of these two components is calculated and is defined as a mathematical expression of the energy coefficient (ET) as follows:
where N is the length of the original signal, f j is the amplitude of the j th IMF component, and O j is the number of existing extreme points for the j th IMF component. e energy coefficient (ET) of each IMF component is used to calculate the final effective coefficient RP of each IMF component. e calculation formula is as follows:
When the effective coefficient RP j of the j th IMF component is greater than or equal to 1, the energy coefficient corresponding to the j th IMF component exponentially increases compared with the average value of the previous j − 1 th IMF component. In this case, the product of the energy density of the previous j − 1 th IMF component and the average period can be considered a constant, that is, the previous j − 1 th IMF component can be regarded as noise and deleted. erefore, what is left is the effective component.
Comprehensive Evaluation Algorithm.
If the effective IMF is only selected according to the information entropy of each IMF component, there may be errors in the selection results.
erefore, a comprehensive evaluation algorithm [18] is proposed by combining the information entropy (H) and the effectiveness coefficient (RP). is algorithm is a type of comprehensive bid evaluation method based on fuzzy mathematics and mainly transforms a qualitative evaluation into a quantitative evaluation according to the membership theory of fuzzy mathematics. A new index (effectiveness degree) can be constructed using the information entropy and the effectiveness coefficient to quantify the effectiveness degree Y between each IMF component and the original signal. e specific formula is as follows:
where w H is the weight of the information entropy H and w RP is the weight of the effectiveness coefficient RP. In the literature [19] , a processing method for determining the weight value is given. Considering the primary and secondary relations between information entropy and the effectiveness coefficient, it is assumed that both weight coefficients in formula (10) are 0.5. e above analysis shows that the closer Y i is to 1, the higher the degree of association is between the i th component and the original signal. In combination with reference [20] , this paper assumes that when Y ≥ 0.8, the IMF component is considered effective. Finally, summing all effective IMF components, the final reconstruction signal can be obtained. e flowchart of the improved EEMD algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
Improvement of the Stochastic Subspace Identification Algorithm
Currently, the stochastic subspace identification (SSI) [21] algorithm is a commonly used structural modal parameter identification algorithm. is method is mainly used in linear systems and is a type of time domain identification method, as compared with other modal parameter identification methods.
is algorithm does not require a parameterized system model but adopts basic matrix analysis methods such as QR decomposition and SVD decomposition. However, this algorithm still has the following two limitations:
(1) e real order of the system is difficult to determine, and there is no unified method or theory to determine the real order of the system. (2) Currently, the selection of extreme points in the stability diagram often requires manual participation in the selection. However, in practice, because different points are manually selected, the final modal parameter identification results can differ. Based on the above two problems, a new system order determination algorithm and a real modal filtering algorithm are proposed.
Automatic Determination of the System
Order. e most commonly used order determination method is the stability diagram, but it still has two limitations:
(1) Modal distortion is mainly caused by external factors that do not belong to the system itself or the mode of the system itself cannot be identified due to this distortion. (2) e large number of calculations is the main reason why stability diagram theory is based on structural parameters such as the frequency, mode shape, and damping as the basis for determining the stability point. erefore, it is necessary to calculate a large number of modal parameters for a structure of given order. Based on this requirement, singular entropy theory is introduced to solve the problem of determining order difficulty. e algorithm does not need to use the modal parameters of the structure to determine the stability point, which can greatly reduce the calculation workload.
A detailed description of how to use the singular entropy to determine the system order is given as follows.
By analyzing the decomposition principle of the singular value of the signal [22] , a real matrix Q with dimensions of m × n can be decomposed into a matrix R with dimensions of m × l, a diagonal matrix Λ with dimensions of l × l, and a Shock and Vibration 5 matrix S with dimensions of n × l. e following relationships exist among these matrices:
An analysis of the principal diagonal elements λ i (singular values of the matrix Q) in matrix Λ indicates that the number of the principal diagonal elements is closely related to the complexity of the frequency components contained in the signal. e more elements there are, the more complex the original signal components are. When the original signal is disturbed by noise, the principal diagonal elements are likely to be nonzero, which means that the frequency component of the original signal is relatively simple. According to this characteristic, the vibration signal information can be objectively reflected by the matrix Λ. e definition of singular entropy is as follows:
where k is the order of the singular entropy and ΔE i is the increment of the singular entropy of the i th order.
As the order continuously increases, the rate of increase in the singular entropy gradually decreases and finally stabilizes.
is characteristic does not change with noise level of the signal. Based on this relation, the change in singular entropy can be regarded as a criterion of the system order; that is, when the change in the singular entropy Shock and Vibration stabilizes, the corresponding order is the real order of the system. erefore, in practice, a derivative of the change in singular entropy is often taken. When the derivative value approaches 0, the change in singular entropy tends to stabilize, and the corresponding order can be regarded as the real order of the system.
Automatic Identification of Modal Parameters.
ere are two typical difficulties in modal parameter identification using the DATS-SSI algorithm: system order determination and physical mode selection. e traditional SSI method is based on the stability diagram and manual steps, which not only reduces the working efficiency but also leads to subjective differences in the identification results due to individual differences.
Based on this, this paper makes in-depth research on the relevant principles of a stabilized diagram. It is found that the modal parameters of a bridge structure will not change greatly in a short time. at is, the real modals will exist in both the stabilized diagram at this moment and the stabilized diagram at the next moment. Only the false modals will change, which is mainly because the response signals collected by the sensors at different times will be affected by different degrees of noise, but it will still contain the structural information of the bridge structure.
According to this property, the real modes of structures can be selected from the multiple stability diagrams. In this case, the structures that appear in the multiple diagrams are used. However, in practice, it is time consuming and labor intensive to identify the real modes manually and individually, and the selection of real modes is influenced by subjectivity due to the differences among individuals. erefore, the hierarchical clustering method in statistics is introduced to perform the automatic selection of real modes and the automatic identification of modal parameters.
Detailed descriptions of the implementation steps of the modal parameter automatic identification algorithm based on improved EEMD and the hierarchical clustering analysis are given below.
Adaptive Decomposition and the Reconstruction of Structural Signals.
e improved EEMD algorithm proposed in this paper is used for the adaptive decomposition and reconstruction of the structural response signals that are collected by the sensor. Assuming that the sensor has collected the response data for a bridge structure for a total of N days, N groups of reconstructed signals can be obtained in this period.
Determination of the System Order.
e reconstructed signals are decomposed by singular values, and the real order of the bridge structure, which is represented by letter n, is determined using the algorithm in Section 2.1.
Order Range Determination Based on the Stability Diagram.
e order range of the stability diagram is [1, 2n] , that is, the calculation starts from the first order of the system, and the maximum calculation order is 2n.
Modal Parameter Identification.
e modal parameters of N groups of reconstructed signals are identified by DATA-SSI, and N groups of identification results are obtained. In addition, the results of each group include the corresponding frequency value, damping ratio, and mode coefficient.
Establishment of the Distance Matrix.
It is assumed that N groups of recognition results belong to a distinct category, that is, N subsets can be established and are represented by X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N . In addition, the results for each group include the corresponding frequency value, damping ratio, and mode coefficient. Starting from the first subset, the distance (similarity) between the i th subset and the i + 1 th subset is calculated in turn, and a distance matrix D (i) with dimensions of n × n is obtained, where n is the real order of the system.
To establish the distance matrix, it is necessary to define the statistical magnitude that can reflect the distance between modes. Because the stability diagram is composed of natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes, these three parameters are used as clustering factors to define the distance d ij between mode i and mode j. e calculation formula is as follows:
where d f , d ξ , and d ψ represent the frequency, damping ratio, and modal shape tolerances, respectively. According to the literature [19] , the tolerance values are determined as d f � 0.01, d ξ � 0.05, and d ψ � 0.02, where w f , w ξ , and w ψ represent the frequency, damping ratio, and mode shape weights in the calculation of the modal distance. e sum of the three components is 1, and in this paper, the values of these three variables are as follows: w f � 0.4, w ξ � 0.3, and w ψ � 0.3. e corresponding frequency weight value is larger than that of the other two variables because the focus of this paper is identifying the exact frequency value; therefore, the corresponding frequency value should be larger than the other two values, i.e., damping ratio and mode shape.
Clustering of Similar Items
(a) e distance matrix D (k) composed of the k th group and the k + 1 th group can be obtained via Section 3.2.5. (b) e clustering of the same modes can be performed by determining the numerical values in the distance matrix. at is, when d (k) ij ≤ 1, the i th mode of the k th group and the j th modal of the k + 1 th group have consistent frequency, damping ratio, and modal shape values. In other words, these two modes are considered to be of the same type. erefore, X k (i) and X k+1 (j) should be clustered together. (c) All the modes of the same type in groups k and k + 1 should be clustered into one category, and the Shock and Vibration 7 category should be used to obtain a new subset X k+1 with the remainder of the modes. (d) According to the same principle, the subsets X k+1 and X k+2 obtained in Section 3.2.3 are clustered, and a new subset X k+2 is constructed. en, this subset is clustered with subset X k+3 , and the process continues until all N subsets are clustered and the final subset X N is obtained. (e) e number of modal clustering elements of each order in the new subset X N is counted, and according to reference [19] , if the number of clustering elements is greater than 0.6n (where n is the real order of the system), the mode is considered to be real, and a corresponding stability diagram is constructed.
e basic flowchart of the automatic identification of modal parameters for bridge structures based on the improved EEMD and hierarchical clustering analysis is shown in Figure 3 .
Verification of the Simulated Signal
Both the improved EEMD algorithm and the EEMD algorithm are used to decompose the analog signals, and the results obtained by the two methods are compared. e analog signal is composed of sinusoidal signals of 1 Hz, 3 Hz, and 7 Hz superimposed with stochastic noise (the noise level is approximately 10%). e analog signal can be expressed as follows: s(t) � 7 sin(14πt) + 3 sin(6πt) + sin(2πt) + 10rand.
(14)
e time of the analog signal is 10 seconds, and every 0.01 second represents one test point. ere are a total of 1000 test points. e time domain diagram of the superimposed signal and noise is shown in Figure 4 .
In the following section, the improved EEMD algorithm and the EEMD algorithm are used for the modal decomposition of the above analog signals. e specific analysis is as follows.
Comparison of the Endpoint Effect.
e results of the IMF components corresponding to the two decomposition algorithms are shown in Figures 5 and 6 , and the following conclusions can be obtained by comparing IMFs 3-5 in Figure 5 and IMFs 2-4 in Figure 6 .
(1) Comparing the endpoint waveform shape of IMF3 (which is calculated by IEEMD algorithm) to IMF2 (which is calculated by EEMD algorithm), IFM4 (IEEMD) to IFM3 (EEMD), and IFM5 (IEEMD) to IFM4 (EEMD), it can be deduced that the improved EEMD algorithm can improve the endpoint effects of the decomposition results. (2) Using the endpoint effect evaluation index in Section 2.2 for quantitative determination, it can be concluded that the evaluation index corresponding to the EEMD algorithm is 0.7358 and that of the adaptive extreme matching continuation method is 0.0084.
Based on the above results, the adaptive extreme pointmatching algorithm proposed in this paper can improve the endpoint determination in the EEMD algorithm.
Mode Aliasing.
To verify whether mode aliasing exists among the obtained IMF components, the clustering results corresponding to the IMF components of the two decomposition algorithms are presented and compared, as shown in Figures 7 and 8 . e following conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of the results:
(1) Figure 7 shows that each IMF component is a separate category; that is, there is no similar information among the IMF components, which indicates that there is no mode aliasing among these IMF components.
(2) Figure 8 shows that IMF 1 and IMF 2 are classified in the same category and IMF 5 and IMF 6 are classified in the same category, which indicates that there is some similar information between these components, i.e., there is mode aliasing.
e above findings indicate that in the process of signal decomposition, the clustering analysis algorithm can be introduced to avoid mode aliasing.
Filtering of Effective IMF Components.
A new comprehensive evaluation algorithm is proposed to solve the problem with the EEMD algorithm. Specifically, the EEMD algorithm cannot filter the effective IMF components. e information entropy, energy density, and average period of each IMF component are used to construct a screening index, which can be used to screen the effective IMF components. e specific analyses are shown in Tables 1 and  2 . By comparing the data in the two tables, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) According to Table 1 , the corresponding coefficients of effectiveness for IMF 3 , IMF 4 , and IMF 5 are greater Shock and Vibration than 0.8; thus, all these components are effective IMF components that can be used to reconstruct the signals.
(2) According to Table 2 , the corresponding coefficients of effectiveness for IMF 2 , IMF 3 , and IMF 4 are greater than 0.8; therefore, all these components are effective IMF components that can be used to reconstruct the signals. However, to further verify that the improved EEMD algorithm can better handle endpoint effects, the instantaneous frequencies corresponding to the effective IMF components in the results of these two decomposition algorithms are given, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 . A comparison of the two figures suggests that both decomposition algorithms can highlight the frequency components of analog signals. Based on the change in the instantaneous frequency at the endpoint, the improved EEMD algorithm proposed in this paper can better handle endpoint effects compared to the traditional EEMD method. 
Automatic Identification of Modal Parameters for Actual Bridge Structures
In this paper, the modal parameters for Sutong Bridge are automatically identified. e specific steps are as follows:
(1) First, the structural response signals collected by sensors are analyzed with an exploratory data analysis method, and the structural signals satisfying a normal distribution are screened and removed. (2) Second, the improved EEMD algorithm is used to decompose and reconstruct the acceleration response signal. (3) ird, the reconstructed signal is decomposed based on a singular value, and the system order is determined according to the algorithm proposed in Section 2.1. (4) Fourth, the DATA-SSI algorithm is used to identify the modal parameters of the reconstructed response signal, and various group identification results are obtained. (5) Fifth, the automatic identification of modal parameters is performed using the algorithm introduced in Section 2.2. (6) Finally, the automatic identification results are compared with the real results to verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithm.
Project Profile.
e Sutong Bridge shown in Figure 11 is a large cable-stayed bridge. e main span is a 108 m cablestayed bridge with twin towers and a cable plane. e bridge is located on the Yangtze River. e total length of the bridge structure is 2088 m, and the specific span arrangement is (2 × 100 + 300 + 1088 + 300 + 2 × 100) m.
Because the bridge is a large cable-stayed bridge, a complete health monitoring system was designed during construction to constantly monitor the operation status of the bridge and evaluate its performance. ere are many types of sensors on the bridge, including temperature sensors, cable force sensors, and acceleration sensors with a sampling frequency of 20 Hz. In this paper, the vertical response signals measured by 14 acceleration sensors on the main bridge are selected for modal parameter identification. e layout of the acceleration sensors is shown in Figure 12 .
Filtering of the Structural Response
Signal. e health monitoring system of the bridge structure can continuously collect data collection, and large datasets are available. If the response signals for an entire year need to be analyzed, then the workload will be very large. In view of this limitation, this paper uses a quarterly approach, and only one representative month in each quarter is selected for investigation and parameter change analysis. e selected months are March (spring), July (summer), October (autumn), and December (winter). e histogram method of exploratory data analysis is used to analyze the acceleration response signals in the above four months. Figure 13 shows the corresponding histograms of the response signals collected by 14 sensors in July. According to the figure, the structural response signals collected by the second sensor do not satisfy a normal distribution, and only the response signals collected by the other 13 sensors can be used for modal decomposition and parameter identification.
Order-Based Implementation of the Incremental Singular Entropy Method.
e improved EEMD algorithm is used to decompose and reconstruct the acceleration response signals collected by the sensors. en, the singular values of the reconstructed signals are decomposed, and the corresponding singular entropy is calculated to obtain the singular entropy variations as the order increases, as shown in Figure 14 . To determine whether the singular entropy stabilizes, the first-order derivative of the change in the singular entropy is obtained, as shown in Figure 15 . Figures 14 and 15 show that the change in the singular entropy stabilizes, and the first-order derivative approaches zero when the system order is 150; that is, the real order of the bridge structure is considered to be 150. Shock and Vibration
Automatic Identification of Modal Parameters.
To verify that the improved EEMD algorithm proposed in this paper can decompose and reconstruct the signals of a real bridge better than the EEMD algorithm, the corresponding acceleration response signals on July 1, 2018, were selected for analysis, and the above two decomposition algorithms were used to decompose and reconstruct the response signals separately. en, the obtained reconstructed signals were used as inputs to the DATA-SSI algorithm, leading to two stability diagrams, as shown in Figures 16 and 17 . In this figure, the red color represents the stable frequency, blue color represents the stable damping ratio, and green color represents the stable mode shape.
A comparison of the two figures suggests that the signals that are processed by the improved EEMD algorithm result in a stability diagram with few false modes. e stability axis is much clearer, especially between 3 Hz and 5 Hz. erefore, compared with the EEMD algorithm, the improved EEMD algorithm can extract more accurate structural information.
However, it is difficult to select the real modes of the bridge structure according to Figures 16 and 17 because there are many false modes in the figures, and there is no criterion for distinguishing the true modes from the false modes. e corresponding final stability diagram for each month can be obtained as follows:
(1) In units of days, the improved EEMD algorithm was used to decompose and reconstruct the acceleration response signals each day, and the reconstructed signals were retained. ere were 31 groups in total. (2) e DATA-SSI algorithm was used to identify the modal parameters of each group of reconstructed signals, and the results were retained, including the frequency values, damping ratios, and modal shapes. (3) According to the theory introduced in Section 2.2, 31 groups of recognition results were analyzed based on hierarchical clustering analysis, which can automatically select the real modes and be used to construct the final stability diagram.
According to the above steps, the automatic identification of modal parameters can be performed. e corresponding stability diagram of the bridge structure in July is given, as shown in Figure 18 . e proposed automatic identification algorithm for modal parameters, which is based on the improved EEMD and hierarchical clustering analysis, can eliminate the false modes and preserve the real modes. To further verify that the identified parameter values are similar to the real parameter values of the bridge structure, the top five frequency values obtained from the identification are compared with the calculated values based on the theoretical vertical frequency, which is given in reference [23] . Table 3 shows the comparison between the results obtained by improved EEMD and the real values in reference [23] , and Table 4 shows the comparison between the results obtained by EEMD and the real values in reference [23] . Analyzing the data in two tables, we know that the results from improved EEMD is better than results from EEMD, and the improved EEMD can be used for the automatic identification of modal parameters for the actual bridge structure, and the frequency values based Shock and Vibration on identification are very similar to the values calculated based on theory, with an error of less than 5%. MIDAS software was used for modelling of bridge and the top three modes were obtained as shown in Figure 19 , and Figure 20 is a modal shape diagram of the cable-stayed bridge for the top three orders identified by the proposed algorithm. Comparing the two results, we can know that this diagram is very similar to the actual modal diagram, with a similarity of approximately 95%, which further verifies the feasibility of the proposed algorithm.
Quarterly Frequency Changes in the Longitudinal Direction of the Bridge.
To study the specific frequency value trends of the top five orders in the longitudinal direction of the bridge structure in each quarter, the corresponding frequency values in March, July, October, and December were identified. In total, 124 days in these four months were studied, and the frequency value trends of each order over time are shown in Figure 21 . e frequency values of the first and second orders are relatively stable in 2018 for the bridge structure; however, the values of the other three orders fluctuate with time, but within a small range. Because the modal parameters of the bridge structure can reflect the inherent dynamic characteristics of the bridge structure and these characteristics did not obviously change in 2018, the bridge structure was in a healthy and stable state.
Conclusion
e following conclusions were obtained by applying the proposed algorithm to the analog signals and measured data for an actual bridge:
(1) e proposed adaptive extreme point-matching continuation algorithm can improve the endpoint effect problems in the EEMD algorithm. (2) When clustering analysis is applied in the process of modal decomposition, the mode aliasing among the obtained IMFs can be avoided. (3) e effectiveness degree coefficient, a new index constructed based on the information entropy, energy density, and average period, can be used to automatically select the effective IMF components. (4) By taking the derivative of the singular entropy change, the real order of a system can be automatically determined when identifying the modal parameters of an actual bridge structure. (5) By introducing the hierarchical clustering analysis algorithm, the real modes in the stability diagram can be automatically selected, and the modal parameters can be automatically identified. (6) e processing results based on test data for actual bridges indicate that the proposed automatic identification algorithm of modal parameters for bridge structures based on improved EEMD and hierarchical clustering analysis can effectively perform the adaptive decomposition and reconstruction of structural response signals and the automatic determination of the system order and modal parameters.
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